The breakthrough discovery of gravitational waves by LIGO and VIRGO Collaborations has opened a new avenue for understanding of some of the most fundamental aspects of the universe. In particular, several well-motivated extensions of the Einstein General Relativity and standard cosmology may now become testable in the strong gravity regime through the measurements of gravitational waves at current and future facilities worldwide. I will give a broad (and somewhat biased) overview of potential implications of those measurements for understanding the quantum nature of black holes, quantum fuzziness of space-time, dark matter and some properties of the Higgs boson and the associated cosmology.
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Exploring fundamental physics with gravitational waves
Gravitational waves as a probe of fundamental physics
The direct observation of gravitational waves from binary black hole mergers [1] represents a triumphal confirmation of Einstein's general covariant theory of gravitation. It has oppened a new era in multimessenger astronomy [2] . In this presentation I would like to argue that current and future observations of gravitational waves also provides with new opportunities for exploring fundamental physical phenomena at microscopic scales, some of which may not be accessible by other means.
The properties of gravitational waves, their production and propagation are largelly defined by symmetries of General Relativity (GR). Deviations from GR and other relevant new physics we are after may potentially manifest in the final gravitational signal through modification in sources and propagation of waves. Taking into account that it took more than 50 years to develop (including important developments in numerical GR [3] ) the current state-of-the-art computational tools that allow sufficiently accurate calculations of gravitational waveforms within GR [4] , it is not surprising that similar calculations in extended theories of gravity are still in infancy. Therefore, most of the current bounds [5] on new physics coming from the gravitational wave observations are not competitive with the bounds obtained from other astrophysical observations. Lack of proper theoretical modelling of the coalescence regime in almost all relevant modified gravity theories severely limits the true potential of current gravitational wave observations to explore such theories. In the following section I will discuss few interesting recent works in this direction.
Gravitational waves produced by compact binary systems
The coalescence of a comparable mass binary system proceeds in three phases. The first is the inspiral phase, where the compact objects are well separated with respect to their Schwarzschild radii. The objects are non-relativistic and the inspiral rate is slow relative to the timescale of the orbit. This phase can be treated analytically within the perturbation theory in v/c in for near source waves (Post-Newtonian expansion) and in G for waves far from black holes (Post-Minkowskian expansion). The inspiral phase follows by plunge and merger phase. In this phase, the compact objects are non-relativistic and gravity is strong to rely of perturbative expansion in the Newton's constant G. This phase can be treated reliably only using numerical calculations. Finally, there is a ringdown phase, when the highly-distorted remnant formed after merger oscillates, radiating away any deformations and relaxes to a stationary state.
Inspiral phase: probing quantum fuzziness of space-time
Here I will demonstrate how the observed gravitational wave signals in the inspiral phase put the stringent constraints on the scale of quantum fuzziness of a hypothetical non-commutative space-time [6] . The idea of quantised space-times has first emerged in relation to the short-scale divergences in quantum field theory and traces back to Heisenberg and Pauli. With the advent of the renormalisation program the idea has been forgotten for a while, until in late 90s, when it has been found that quantum space-times emerge in certain field-theoretic limits of the fundametal string theory [7] . The space-time in this scenario exhibits fuzziness characterised by a scale , in analogy with the quantum fuzziness of the phase space in quantum mechanics, defined through Planck's constanth.
The quantum space-time with canonical noncommutativity is defined by a set of operatorvalued space-time coordinates that obey the following commutation relations:
where θ µν is a real and constant antisymmetric tensor. 1 A quantum field theory in noncommutative space-time (3.1), is convenient to define in terms of ordinary commutative fields with ordinary products replaced by a nonlocal product (the symmetric Moyal product). Hence noncommutative field theories can be treated (with sufficient care) as an usual field theories with noncommutative corrections O( n ) at each nth order term in the Moyal product of fields.
Using field-theoretic methods [8] , we were able to compute the energy momentum tensor for binary system including the leading noncommutative correction as [6] :
2) where we have simplified the notation by introducing Λθ i = ( M P ) 2 θ 0i , with θ i representing the components of a three-dimensional unit vector θ , θ i θ i = 1. In this way √ Λ parametrise the spacetime noncommutativite scale measured in units of the inverse Planck mass 1/M P (in natural units).
Equipped with the above energy-momentum tensor, we closely follow the formalism of Ref. [4] and after lengthy calculations obtain the noncommutative corrections, which in the leading order appears in the 2PN phase of the gravitational wave signal [6] : This expression reduces to the standard result in the limit Λ → 0, as it should be. Attributing uncertainties in the observe signal, |δ ϕ 4 | 20 [1] , to the above noncommutative correction, we immediately derive the bound [6] :
This implies that the observed gravitational wave signal constraints the scale of space-time noncommutativity be around the Planck scale. This is 15 orders of magnitude stronger bound than those which follow from particle physics considerations [9] .
Merger phase and the black hole soft hair
In an attempt to resolve the infamous black hole information loss paradox [10] , it has been proposed the existence of a nonlocal information transfer accross the black hole horizon through soft modes [11] . It has been also argued that such soft modes may manifest as a deviation from the classical GR picture of evolution of a black hole binary system during the merger phase. To study observable signatures of this proposal, the authors of Ref. [12] modified Einstein's equations by including the soft modes. Their numerical results are somewhat surprising: the soft modes
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Exploring fundamental physics with gravitational waves lead to significant deviations in the observed waveforms not only in the merger phase, but also in the inspiral phase. Although I am not competent to comment on the validity of this particular numerical modelling, it is clear that more work on numerical analysis of the merger phase beyond the GR framework is highly desirable.
Gravitational echoes in the ringdown phase
Another interesting effect which may potentially be attributed to quantum modification of black hole horizon are gravitational echoes in the ringdown phase []. Consider a compact spherical object of mass M and radius r 0 = r bh (1 + ε), where r bh = 2GM is the Schwarzschild radius of a black hole of the same mass. Unlike the classical black holes with Schwarzschild horizon, the perturbations of such exotic compact objects (ECOs), such as wormholes, gravastars or black holes with 'quantum horizons', contain trapped modes. For trapped modes of ECOs there are subdominant emissions of gravitational radiation with periodicity τ echo ∼ M|logε|, known as the gravitational echoes. Because of mild logε dependence, the detection of these gravitational echoes can probe distances as close as Planck scale to the horizon, ε ∼ 1/M P ! In any case, precise measurement of the ringdown phase in future gravitational wave experiments may provide an important information about the nature of black holes/ECOs. Intriguingly, there are some (albeit controversial) claims of detection of such echoes in already existing data [14] .
Superradiance and ultralight dark matter
There is another interesting twist of the direct observation of gravitational waves from black hole binaries. It revived the discussion on primordial black holes serving the role of dark matter in the Universe [15] . On the other hand, black holes themselves in the presence of light scalar dark matter develope superradiant instability and emit gravitational waves [16] . It has been recently shown that the Advanced LIGO detector will be sensitive to detect such gravitational waves for dark matter masses 10 −14 − 10 −10 eV, while the future space based detector LISA will be sensitive to dark matter masses 10 −19 − 10 −15 eV [17] . It is worth pointing out, that axions (a) and dilatons (χ) do generically have non-minimal interactions with gravity and electromagnetic field, aRR, aFF, χR, χF 2 . Therefore, one expects modification of gravitational signal also the during black hole coalescence, as well as the electromagnetic follow-up (polarised in the case of axions). These effects need to be considered in complex.
Stochastic gravitational waves from cosmological phase transitions
It is rather remarkable that through gravitational waves we can 'hear' the Universe from the earliest times, which are not accessible by means of traditional astronomy. Therefore, exploration of gravitational waves from various cosmological sources, such as inflation and phase transitions, may shed light on some of the fundamental questions in particle physics and cosmology. One of particular interest is the properties of the Higgs boson and the nature of the electroweak phase transition. We have argued in Ref. [18] , that if the Higgs cubic self-interaction coupling exceeds its Standard Model value by 70%, than the cosmological electroweak phase transition is strongly
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Exploring fundamental physics with gravitational waves first-order and produces stochastic gravitational waves which may be detected using pulsar timing techniques.
